
ABSTRACT

We present a searh for and study of variable stars observed with the Aspet Camera

Assembly (ACA) on the Chandra X-ray Observatory. More than 100 potential variable

stars were observed by the ACA between August 1999 and April 2001, inluding 26

doumented variables and 76 potentially new variable stars. The ACA dataset om-

bines long uninterrupted observations with rapid (2 seond) time sampling to provide a

unique measure of ertain types of stellar variability. We summarize the results of the

study and haraterize the photometri auray of the ACA. Results from detailed

analysis of two elipsing binary systems in our sample are presented.

This work was supported by the SAO Summer Intern Program (NSF REU AST-

931923) and the Chandra X-ray Observatory Center (NAS8-39073).

The Chandra X-ray Observatory

Chandra launh date: 23 July 1999

Orbit initial apogee altitude: 140,000 km

Orbit initial perigee altitude: 10,000 km

Orbit period: 64 hours

Observation durations: � 3� 160 kseonds

The Aspet Camera

Manufaturer: Ball Aerospae and Tehnologies Corp.

Aperture: 11.2 m

E�etive Foal Length: 990 mm

Field of View: 1:4
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Foal plane: 1024� 1024 pixel CCD

Pixel size, sale: 24 �m, 5 arse

Sensitivity: 6000 e
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Integration time: 1.696 s (typial)

Image readout apability: up to 8 stars traked simultaneously

Traked image magnitudes: M

I

' 5� 10:5

Traked image readout & update period: 4� 4 pixels, 1.025 seonds

or 6� 6 pixels, 2.050 seonds

or 8� 8 pixels, 4.100 seonds

Aspet Camera Performane

The guide stars observed with the ACA are hosen from the Chandra Guide

Star Catalog, whih is omposite atalog derived from the Hubble Spae

Telesope Guide Star Catalog, the Hipparhos Tyho atalog and other at-

alogs. The olor transformation from V and B-V to ACA instrumental

magnitude in the guide star atalog has been alibrated using ACA obser-

vations between 1999 and 2001. The alibration residuals are plotted above,

demonstrating the photometri auray of the ACA. (Results are ourtesy

of Paul Green, CXC).

The Data

We have analyzed 3714 lighturves from 1472 Chandra observations between September

1999 and Marh 2001, of guide stars from the Chandra guide star atalog. The above

�gures show the distributions of the median instrumental magnitude of the stars, and

the magnitude variation during eah observation. Data produts from standard CXC

pipeline proessing of ACA data were used in the study. Pipeline proessing inludes:

� star image gaussian �t entroiding

� bakground estimation and subtration

� warm pixel identi�ation and agging

The light urves were onstruted from standard pipeline produts, with additional

median �ltering or �-lipping. Eah light urve was visually inspeted to identify

variable stars, and to distinguish between true variables and bakground variations.

Variable stars are agged in the Chandra guide star atalog to exlude their use as guide

stars during x-ray observations. So the majority of deteted variables were previously

unataloged.

The pointing of the Chandra observatory

is dithered during observations, following a

non-losed lissajous pattern with orthogonal

amplitudes of 8 { 20 arse and periods of

700 { 1000 seonds. This improves the qual-

ity of the x-ray data olleted by Chandra.

But beause of slowly aumulating radia-

tion damage to the ACA CCD, the guide star

images sometimes dither aross ACA CCD

pixels with high dark urrent, leading to reg-

ular intensity variations as shown here. Vi-

sual inspetion and period analysis were used

to exlude suh light urves in our study.

� Dense sampling allows median �lter-

ing to improve sensitivity

� Better than 1% relative photometri

stability is readily ahieved for brighter

stars

� this allows possible detetion of extra-

solar planetary oultations (Jha et al.

2000)

Current and Future Observations

� The ACA is being used to observe seleted interesting optial targets during the

low-altitude passages of Chandra through the radiation belts

� About 15 hours per orbit are available for ACA-spei� observations

� Guide star variability monitoring is performed during CXC proessing of x-ray

data

� At present, standard CXC data proessing only performs partial redution of ACA

data during radiation passages. CXC proessing tools are being developed for more

omplete guide star redution and variability monitoring.

� Analysis is on-going to investigate the use of the ACA and pipelined data proess-

ing for deteting low level stellar intensity variations, e.g. extra-solar planetary

oultations.

The Results

� All guide stars from Chandra siene observations to April 2001 were

examined

� 108 potential variable stars were identi�ed and veri�ed by visual inspe-

tion

� Other guide stars simultaneously observed by the ACA are used to verify

ACA photometri stability

� Variable stars were ross-heked against SIMBAD atalogs

� 32 known variable stars were found:

{ 8 elipsing binaries

{ 18 instrinsi variables

{ 6 binary or multiple star systems

� 78 previously unknown variable stars were identi�ed

� Sample light urves are shown below. ACA magnitudes are plotted.

Only minimal data leanup (�-lip) has been performed.

Two Elipsing Binaries

HD33853 (IM Aur) binary model parameters

Period i Mass Ratio Mean Radius (R

sep

) T

eff

(K) Normalized L �

1:25d 81:5

Æ

0.35 0.37 10350 0.93 1.00

0.26 5300 0.07 0.32

HD96971 binary model parameters

Period i Mass Ratio Mean Radius (R

sep

) T

eff

(K) Normalized L � Filling Fator Sp. Type

0:43d 80

Æ

0.14 0.57 6580 0.84 0.32 0.44 F5-F6

0.25 6580 0.16 0.32 0.44 F5 ?

The spetral type of HD96971 was determined from a spetrum taken with the FAST spetrograph on the

FLWO 60-inh telesope.

For More Information

The Chandra X-ray Observatory:

http://handra.harvard.edu

The Chandra aspet determination sub-system:

Aldroft T.L. et al. 2000, Pro. SPIE, 4012, 650

Cameron R.A.. et al. 2000, Pro. SPIE, 4012, 658

http://x.harvard.edu/al/ASPECT/


